Item #: 968
Wrap Labeler w/Domino Coder
Manufacturer: Re-Pack

Re-Pack Series 3 Label Applicator mated to a wrap labeling system.

Features:
- ¼” thick aluminum mounting plate.
- 12” O.D. tension controlled supply reels. Larger
- 6” maximum web width with adjustable guide collars.
- Stepping motor drive package.
- The applicator drive motor will be factory set to its maximum dispense speed of 120 feet per minute.
- The drive, nip and rewind shafts are all housed in bearing support tubes.
- Motorized label waste rewind with adjustable tension control.
- Photoelectric product and label sensors with mechanical and electronic delays.
- High speed PLC linked to touch panel controls with multiple function buttons.

Wrap system base to consist of:
- 4” wide by 6 feet long fixed speed belted conveyor.
- Adjustable infeed metering wheel.
- Self-motorized wrap station.
- Adjustable guide rails.
- Extruded aluminum support base with locking castors and feet.

Electrics 110V – 7 amps